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Hannah Gilbert Marrickville Family Day Care
Hannah Gilbert runs “The Little Eden Family
Day Care” from her home in a leafy Inner West
suburb of Sydney. She recently joined Family
Day Care after working in centre-based care for 8
years.
“I had heard of other educators taking the FDC
path during my time working in centre-based
care. FDC appealed to me because I could put
into practice my own philosophy, experience, and
have time to observe children at their pace. And
I get to run my own business and no commute to
work!
I was born in Sydney but grew up in a coastal
town in New Zealand. A lot of my childhood was
spent outdoors, playing barefoot, and rich in
art and music. It’s a big part of why I’m able to
sing and play guitar or get down in the dirt and
marvel at the world with children. I value creative
expression and freedom. At the same time, my
upbringing was sheltered and strict and I’ve
reflected on how that impacts my behaviour as
an educator. I had a hard time at school; I was shy
and a victim of bullying. That plays an important
role in my own philosophy. I know how valuable
it is for children to develop resilience, speak up,
stand up for themselves and each other, resolve
conflicts, and be confident in their own abilities.
My philosophy is built on the foundations of
respect for the child. Every child is already
capable and competent. We just have to take
off our adult lenses and let children show us.
Childhood should be full of play - all the research
is telling us that play is how children learn. So,
I create an environment that facilitates that, to
invite exploration and questions but leave room
for their unique interests to be explored. All my
toys, resources and materials are thoughtfully
considered to promote creativity. There are as
few boundaries as possible - to truly explore and
enjoy. We get messy, really messy. We dance,
run, jump, play in the rain, make cubby houses,
dig in the dirt, watch rubbish trucks, listen to the
birds, ask questions, wonder about the world,
read books, eat when we are hungry and rest
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when we are tired. There’s no rush to do anything
here. We take it as slow as we can. Children
need that time and space; a place where they
aren’t hurried along, where they can just be.
I step back as much as I can, so they can play
uninterrupted. It’s an art to be able to know
when to step back and when to step in. It’s worth
mastering, because you’ll see the benefits and it’s
an amazing thing to witness.
I’ve remained open for my families during
covid-19 and have extra health and safety
measures in place, including a lot of extra
cleaning! There was an added sense of pressure
to keep the children safe, additional tasks to
juggle. At times it felt overwhelming, but it was
important during that time to provide a safe,
consistent space for children. A place that said,
“All feelings are okay here and are welcomed”.
What helped get through it was accepting the
big emotions, modeling healthy ways to express
it.
Continued on page 2
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Educator Spotlight:
Jessica - In Home Care
Educator NSWIHCS
“I grew up in country New
South Wales babysitting
to make a little extra
pocket money and always
enjoyed it. It wasn’t until I
studied my Certificate III
that I gained a real passion
and interest in the early
education and care sector.
I originally began my career
in centre-based services,
but found that the fast pace of that world didn’t
suit me. Working with children on a one to one
basis is more fulfilling for me than working in
large groups. During my work placement I was
able to experience working with a child that had
additional needs and this experience really had
an impact on me. It propelled me onto the path
of working as a one on one educational support
care educator. That’s how I found myself working
for In Home Care and I’m finding very rewarding;
watching a young child develop in leaps and
bounds.
In my current In Home Care placement, I am very
privileged to be able to have a direct effect on
the education and emotional development of
the child within my care. I use the ‘My Time Our
Place’ framework and a little of my own knowhow to guide interactions with the child and their
family. I have found it is very important to find out
the child’s likes and dislikes quickly, so that I can
provide them with the best activities possible.
This kind of education and care can be very
challenging at times, but when you see the child
come a long way with your help it’s extremely
rewarding. I’m hoping to study further in the future
and gain qualifications in child counselling and
youth work or child occupational therapy.
If I was to give my fellow educators any advice it
would be: if you are working with a child with a
disability: look after yourself, so you can be in the
best frame of mind and health to look after the
children in your care. As time has passed, I have
realised how important that is and I make sure
I have contact with fellow educators to bounce
ideas off, to decompress with and generally talk
about my experiences to.
The work you are doing is important and valuable
and is immensely rewarding and appreciated by
families!” •
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Continued from page 1:
So, if I felt a little overwhelmed by a situation, I
would say “I feel a little overwhelmed right now”,
that helped me move through it quickly and the
children see an adult dealing with their emotion
in a healthy way. It normalises emotions for them,
whether it’s excited, worried or sad. That’s how we
help them build emotional resilience.
I use the Storypark app (with the EYLF language
and references integrated into children’s learning
stories), WhatsApp, children’s art journals, video
documentation and displaying things around my
home. I think documentation should say “Look at
what your children are capable of” and parents
walk away thinking “wow, my child/ren can do
that!” At the same time, children can engage with
it too - so they can revisit their ideas and reflect on
what they are part of and know: “Look at what I
can do! I’m valued!”.

Dates for your diary
National Aboriginal and Islander
Children’s Day
National Aboriginal and Islander Children’s
Day is celebrated across Australia each year
on 4 August. The day is an opportunity for all
Australians to show their support for Aboriginal
children, as well as learn about the crucial impact
that community, culture and family play in the
life of every Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
child. aboriginalchildrensday.com.au
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Off the Bookshelf
A new children’s book, the result of collaborative
efforts by more than 50 organisations working
in the humanitarian sector, aims to help children
understand and come to terms with COVID-19.
Through the story of the main character, a fantasy
creature called Ario, children are guided on a
journey which explains how they can protect
themselves, their families and friends from
coronavirus and how to manage difficult emotions
when confronted with a new and rapidly changing
reality.

KidSafe FDC Safety Guidelines
Kidsafe NSW has
announced the publication
of the latest version of the
Kidsafe Family Day Care
Safety Guidelines (7th
Edition).
The Kidsafe Family Day
Care Safety Guidelines
(7th Ed.) contains
updates on the relevant
Australian Standards;
national frameworks and
regulations; as well as addressing emerging
trends in child safety and injury prevention. The
sections cover updated or new and important
topics, such as impact area, falling space and free
space, surfacing, trampolines, heat packs, button
batteries, data security and online safety, quad
bikes and other vehicles.
The relevant Australian Standards are highlighted,
noting when the Standards are mandatory.
To access this useful tool to support you in your
valuable work in keeping our children safe, go to:
kidsafe.com.au/family-day-care

The book is freely available online in a range of
community languages, as well as in audiobook
format: interagencystandingcommittee.org/iascreference-group-mental-health-and-psychosocialsupport-emergency-settings/my-hero-you

A Click Away
Upgrade to Diploma
Become a leader within the Early Childhood
sector. Study this nationally recognised
qualification online to gain the skills to begin or
boost your career as an Early Childhood Educator.
Step into leadership roles such as coordinator,
educational leader or early childhood manager.
Have you completed a current Certificate III in
Early Childhood? If so, you may have already
completed up to 50% of the Diploma. Call us for
more information 02 9779 9999 or visit
nswfdc.org.au/peak-training

Play-based learning survey
Views on play are changing. Help reboot how the
play-based curriculum is enacted after COVID-19
by sharing your opinion on play for Early
Childhood Australia’s National Statement on Play
in this 8–minute survey: mqedu.qualtrics.com/jfe/
form/SV_9Zwl2yknhBgtvOl
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Day for Daniel - 30 October 2020
Join the Daniel Morcombe Foundation on Friday
30 October for Day for Daniel, the national day
of action for child safety, protection, and harm
prevention.
The Daniel Morcombe Foundation was founded
by parents Bruce and Denise Morcombe in honour
of their 13-year-old son Daniel, after his tragic
abduction in 2003. The Foundation aims to make
Australia a safer place for all children with free
educational resources and support for young
victims of crime.
Over 3,600 schools,
Family Day Care
providers, and
learning centres
around the country
are registered to
participate in Day
for Daniel. Held
annually on the last
Friday of October,
the community
unites to ‘Wear Red,
Educate, Donate’ in memory of Daniel Morcombe.
Educators and parents are encouraged to start
conversations and conduct safety education
activities to empower children to ‘Recognise, React
and Report’ if they ever feel unsafe.
Teaching personal safety should be positive and
empowering, rather than scary or risk focused. With
the Daniel Morcombe Foundation’s free Keeping
Kids Safe Resources including videos and activities,
you can provide age and development stage
appropriate safety education for early childhood.
The Daniel Morcombe Foundation is proud to
produce new and engaging resources regularly,
all which are evidence-based, representative,
child-centred, and gentle for children with lived
experiences of trauma. Most importantly, these
resources are free for download on the Daniel
Morcombe Foundation website.
Get involved in Day for Daniel in 2020!
Head to www.DanielMorcombe.com.au to register
your family day care to participate – it’s free! All
participants receive a small information starter
pack and the latest child safety resources. Once
registered, Get Red Red Ready with the handy tips
below:
Wear Red - Remember Daniel by wearing the
colour red, encouraging children to dress up,
decorating or doing red-themed craft.
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Educate - Use the Daniel Morcombe Foundation’s
Keeping Kids Safe Resources to teach kids about
their personal safety. Start with recognising
feelings, body parts, and body clues. You can also
complete the Safety Helper Hand where children
recognise safe adults they can turn to, watch
Australia’s Biggest Child Safety Lesson for early
years or invite a police officer to visit!
Donate - With your support, the Daniel
Morcombe Foundation can continue developing
free safety resources and educational programs, as
well as supporting young victims of crime. On Day
for Daniel, help raise funds for the Foundation if
you can.
To find out more about resources or getting
involved in Day for Daniel, visit
www.DanielMorcombe.com.au.
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Mindfulness activities for children
Mindfulness is the regular and repeated act of
directing our attention to the present moment.
Mostly, our attention follows whatever is most
interesting; mindfulness helps us to focus without
judging ourselves when we can’t.
It’s commonly used to reduce stress, improve wellbeing, and address mental health. In a broader
sense, the goal of mindfulness is to help us to sit
with our experiences whether they are pleasant,
unpleasant, or somewhere in between.
Obviously, you can’t ask a two, three or four-yearold to sit still and focus on their breath for 45
minutes. Techniques commonly used in adults just
won’t work with kids.
Mindfulness for children should be interactive,
play-based, and focused on sensory and body
awareness. It should use emotional vocabulary
and sensory language (for example, talking about
sounds, taste, textures and smells), be hands-on
where possible, and most importantly, it should be
fun.

1. Belly breathing with a “buddy”

• find a favourite soft toy (with some weight
•
•
•

•

is good), a plastic bath boat, or similar
have the child lie down and place the
object on their tummy
get them to pay attention to it by looking
and touching
encourage them to focus on how the object
moves up and down as they breathe (you
can suggest calm and slow breathing might
even put the toy or people in the boat to
sleep)
this activity can be great as part of quiet
time or getting ready for sleep

2. “Robot” child

• ask the child to pretend they are a robot
•
•
•
•

•

lying on the ground
use a remote control (you can make one
from cereal box) and pretend to “shutdown” your child/robot’s body
begin with their feet/legs, move up the
body to arms/hands, before getting to the
face/brain
ask “robot” if they can still feel any
“electricity” in that body part after it’s been
shut down
as your child gets better with this activity,
you can get more detailed with robot body
parts (for example, toes, fingers, noses,
ears)
a variation is to get the robot-child to tense
and relax (and reset) each body part as you
control it with your remote.

3. A mindful walk or “sensory countdown”

• go for a walk outside and try to notice or

Adapted from The Conversation theconversation.com/stupidcoronavirus-in-uncertain-times-we-can-help-children-throughmindfulness-and-play-135317

•
•

find: five different sounds, four matching
colours, three different textures, two
different smells
add different sounds, sights, shapes, and
textures to tick off on a bingo-style checklist
this activity can be adapted for inside play
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Toolkit Based on Science for Early Childhood
Education and Care
‘Evidence for Learning’ is an organisation
that helps educators increase learning by
improving the evidence of what works and
why. They have launched their early childhood
education toolkit which will help support
educators to make the best decisions about
which approaches will have the greatest

learning impact for the children in their care.
The freely available toolkit captures the
evidence from global research on twelve key
topics relevant to early childhood education in
a clear and simple manner that is designed to
provide educators with key facts around what
the approach is, how effective it is in terms
of impacting children’s learning, how robust
the evidence base is and what the costs to
implement would be.
For example, for one of the topics,
communication and language approaches,
an educator can review a summary that
explains the approach, find out how effective
“communications and language approaches”
are at facilitating learning, understand the

extent of evidence that supports the approach
and how much it would cost to implement. A
useful summary is also provided that captures
the captures key points.
The other eleven topics included in the
toolbox are:
• Digital technology
• Earlier starting age
• Early literacy approaches
• Early numeracy approaches
• Extra hours
• Parental engagement
• Physical development approaches
• Physical environment
• Play based learning
• Self-regulation strategies
• Social and emotional learning strategies
The resource is freely available and also
includes a comprehensive archive of
Australian research for each topic.
‘Evidence for Learning’, the creator of the
toolkit, is a not for profit organisation that
exists to support great practice across
schools, classrooms and early learning
services across Australia by translating
evidence garnered from research outcomes
into accessible tools for educators to apply.
The free toolkit can be found here:
evidenceforlearning.org.au/the-toolkits/
early-childhood-education-toolkit
Source: thesector.com.au/2020/02/25/evidence-for-learninglaunches-much-anticipated-early-childhood-education-toolkit
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